
 

GMAT Number Properties
Manhattan Prep GMAT
Strategy Guides

Thank you for reading GMAT Number
Properties Manhattan Prep GMAT Strategy
Guides. As you may know, people have
look numerous times for their chosen
novels like this GMAT Number Properties
Manhattan Prep GMAT Strategy Guides,
but end up in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book with a
cup of tea in the afternoon, instead
they juggled with some harmful virus
inside their computer.

GMAT Number Properties Manhattan Prep
GMAT Strategy Guides is available in
our digital library an online access to
it is set as public so you can get it
instantly.
Our digital library spans in multiple
locations, allowing you to get the most
less latency time to download any of
our books like this one.
Merely said, the GMAT Number Properties
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Manhattan Prep GMAT Strategy Guides is
universally compatible with any devices
to read

GMAT Word
Problems Simon
and Schuster
Fully updated for
the GMAT Focus!
Manhattan Prep’s
All the Quant and
DI guide is an
updated version
of the All the
Quant guide (7th
Ed). This guide
now includes all
of the quant-
based content
and question
types covered in
both the
Quantitative and
Data Insights
sections of the

GMAT Focus.
Online bonus
materials include
an exclusive
ebook with harder
content and
additional practice
problems.
Publisher's Note:
Products
purchased from
3rd party sellers
are not
guaranteed for
quality,
authenticity, or
access to any
online resources
included with the
product. All the
Quant and Data
comes with
access to the
Atlas online
learning platform.
Your Atlas All the
Quant and DI
syllabus includes:

An exclusive e-
book covering
harder quant
content, for those
aiming for an
especially high
GMAT score
Additional
practice problems,
interactive video
lessons,
strategies for
time management,
and more Lessons
and practice
problems created
by expert
instructors with
99th-percentile
scores on the
GMAT The All
the Quant and DI
guide covers the
following question
types and content
areas: Problem
Solving Data
Sufficiency
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Tables & Graphs
Two-Part (quant
or logic-based)
Multi-Source
Reasoning
Fractions,
Decimals,
Percents, Ratios
Statistics Algebra
Word Problems
Number
Properties
Manhattan Prep
guides are the top-
selling GMAT
prep guides
worldwide for a
reason; we have
the most in-depth,
comprehensive,
and effective
materials
available for
GMAT studies.
Looking for
comprehensive
GMAT
preparation? Try
Manhattan Prep’s
All the GMAT
book set.
Sentence Correction
GMAT Preparation

Guide, 4th Edition MG
Prep, Incorporated
Developed by
Manhattan GMAT’s
high-caliber
instructors, these 8
volumes offer
students a
competitive edge by
providing in-depth
instruction in the
test’s principal
content areas. The 8
Manhattan GMAT
Strategy Guides (5
Quantitative, 3
Verbal) are the heart
of our curriculum.
Our 5 Quantitative
Strategy Guides
provide in-depth
instruction in the
GMAT’s principal
quantitative content
areas: Number
Properties, Fractions,
Decimals, &
Percents, Word
Translations,
Equations,
Inequalities, &
VIC’s, and
Geometry. Our 3

Verbal Strategy
Guides provide in-
depth instruction in
the GMAT’s
principal verbal
content areas:
Sentence Correction,
Critical Reasoning,
and Reading
Comprehension.
Included in this set
are: The Critical
Reasoning Guide (200
pages; ISBN:
0-9824238-0-2); The
Equations,
Inequalities, & VICs
Guide (192 pages;
ISBN:
0-9824238-1-0); The
Fractions, Decimals,
& Percents Guide
(112 pages; ISBN:
0-9824238-2-9); The
Geometry Guide (112
pages; ISBN:
0-9824238-3-7); The
Number Properties
Guide (160 pages;
ISBN:
0-9824238-4-5); The
Reading
Comprehension Guide
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(152 pages; ISBN:
0-9824238-5-3); The
Sentence Correction
Guide (288 pages;
ISBN:
0-9824238-6-1); The
Word Translations
Guide (176 pages;
ISBN:
0-9824238-7-X). The
content of this set is
aligned to the latest
Official Guides from
GMAC (12th edition).
Purchase of this set
includes one year of
access to Manhattan
GMAT’s online
practice exams and
question banks.
GRE Number
Properties Simon
and Schuster
This in-depth guide
takes the mystery
out of complex
reading passages
by providing a
toolkit of sketching
techniques that aim
to build
comprehension,
speed, and

accuracy. Learn to
identify the
underlying structure
of reading passages
and develop
methods to tackle
the toughest
comprehension
questions.
GMAT For
Dummies
Manhattan Prep
Publishing
Designed for
students seeking
650+ scores, this
guide offers essential
techniques for
approaching the
GMAT’s most
difficult quantitative
questions, as well as
extensive practice
with challenging
problems.
You�€�ve
worked through
basic guides and
you�€�ve taken
the practice
tests�€”now

take your GMAT
score to the next
level. Build your
higher-level
quantitative skills
with Manhattan
GMAT�€�s
Advanced Quant
supplement, specially
designed for students
seeking 650+ scores.
This guide combines
intense practice with
techniques for
problem solving and
data sufficiency
questions, ranging
from broad
principles to tactics
for narrowing down
possible answers.
Purchase of this book
includes one year of
online access to the
Advanced Quant
Homework Bank of
extra practice
questions and
detailed explanations
not included in the
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book, as well as to the
Advanced Quant
Bonus Drill Set.
GMAT Integrated
Reasoning and Essay
Manhattan Prep
Publishing
Students looking to
boost their GMAT
quant score can now
turn to a name
known for high
quality instruction.
Acing the GMAT
requires more than
tricks and
tips—you’ve got to
master the material.
Manhattan
GMAT’s
Quantitative Strategy
Guide Set, 4th
Edition, includes our
5 books devoted to
this section’s major
content areas:
Number Properties,
Fractions, Decimals,
& Percents, Word
Translations,
Equations,
Inequalities, &

VIC’s, and
Geometry. Developed
by the best teachers in
the business, these 5
guides are the
backbone of
Manhattan
GMAT’s
quantitative
curriculum and the
most in-depth,
comprehensive
materials available.
Your purchase comes
with 6 full-length,
fully computer
adaptive practice
exams, so you’ll be
comfortable with the
unique format of this
challenging test. Plus,
you’ll get 5 subject-
specific online
question banks, as
well as “in action”
problems through the
books themselves, so
you can test your skills
as you learn.
Included: The
Number Properties
Guide (ISBN:
978-0982423844);

The Fractions,
Decimals, & Percents
Guide (ISBN:
978-0982423820);
The Word
Translations Guide
(ISBN:
978-0982423875);
The Equations,
Inequalities, &
VIC’s Guide (ISBN:
978-0982423813),
and The Geometry
Guide (ISBN:
978-0982423837).
GMAT Official
Guide 2021, Book +
Online Question
Bank MG Prep,
Incorporated
The Turbocharge
Your GMAT Series
is carefully designed
to be clear,
comprehensive, and
content-driven. Long
regarded as the gold
standard in GMAT
prep worldwide,
Manhattan Review's
GMAT prep books
offer professional
GMAT instruction
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for dramatic score
improvement. Now in
its updated 6th
edition, the full series
is designed to provide
GMAT test-takers
with complete
guidance for highly
successful outcomes.
As many students
have discovered,
Manhattan Review's
GMAT books break
down the different test
sections in a coherent,
concise, and accessible
manner. We delve
deeply into the
content of every single
testing area and zero
in on exactly what
you need to know to
raise your score. The
full series is comprised
of 16 guides that
cover concepts in
mathematics and
grammar from the
most basic through
the most advanced
levels, making them a
great study resource
for all stages of

GMAT preparation.
Students who work
through all of our
books benefit from a
substantial boost to
their GMAT
knowledge and
develop a thorough
and strategic
approach to taking
the GMAT.
Manhattan
GMAT Complete
Strategy Guide
Set, 5th Edition
Manhattan Prep
Publishing
Grasp core
concepts and
fundamental rules
for solving every
type of algebraic
problem, even
those that are
designed by the
GMAT to trip you
up. Master
essential
techniques and

practice algebraic
manipulations as
you work through
linear and
quadratic
equations,
functions,
formulas,
inequalities, and
more.
Manhattan Prep
GMAT. Simon and
Schuster
Adapting to the ever-
changing GMAT
exam, Manhattan
Prep’s 6th Edition
GMAT Strategy
Guides offer the latest
approaches for
students looking to
score in the top
percentiles. Written
by active instructors
with 99th-percentile
scores, these books
are designed with the
student in mind.
Always study with the
most up-to-date prep!
Look for Manhattan
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Prep's GMAT All the
Quant, ISBN
9781506248547, on
sale September 3,
2019. We’ve taken
the five former quant
guides—FDPs,
Algebra, Word
Problems, Number
Properties,
Geometry—and
combined them into
one comprehensive
book. You'll get
expanded and
reorganized cross-
topic strategies, plus
online practice, video
lessons, and more.
Publisher's Note:
Products purchased
from third-party
sellers are not
guaranteed by the
publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access
to any online entitles
included with the
product.
GMAT Roadmap:
Expert Advice
Through Test Day
Manhattan Prep

Publishing
Developed for test-
takers who need a
refresher, Manhattan
Prep's GMAT
Foundations of Math
provides a user-
friendly review of
basic math concepts
crucial for GMAT
success. GMAT
Foundations of Math
comes with robust
online resources,
including a practice
test, question banks,
and interactive video
lessons. Written by
active instructors with
99th-percentile
scores, this guide is
designed with the
student in mind.
Designed to be user-
friendly for all
students, GMAT
Foundations of Math
provides: 700+
practice problems for
realistic review Easy-
to-follow
explanations of
fundamental math

concepts Step-by-step
application of
concepts to example
problems GMAT
Foundations of Math
is an invaluable
resource for any
student who wants to
cement their
understanding and
build their basic math
skills for the GMAT.
Number Properties
GRE Preparation
Guide, 1st Edition
Manhattan Prep
Manhattan Prep’s
All the Quant guide
is an updated and
expanded version of
the 5-book GMAT
Quant Strategy
Guide Set (6th Ed).
We’ve taken the
five guides,
consolidated them
into one book, and
expanded coverage
of the content and
strategies that will
help you to get a
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higher score on the
GMAT. Online
bonus materials
include an exclusive
ebook with harder
content, a full-length
adaptive practice
test, and additional
practice problems.
All the Quant comes
with access to the
Atlas online learning
platform. Your Atlas
All the Quant
syllabus includes: An
exclusive e-book
covering harder
quant content, for
those aiming for an
especially high
Quant section score
A full-length GMAT
computer adaptive
test (CAT)
Additional practice
problems,
interactive video
lessons, strategies for
time management,
and more Lessons

and practice
problems created by
expert instructors
with 99th-percentile
scores on the
GMAT The All the
Quant guide
includes the
following content
areas: Fractions,
Decimals, Percents,
and Ratios Algebra
Word Problems
Number Properties
Geometry A series
of strategy lessons
on Data Sufficiency
(solving efficiently
and effectively) and
Arithmetic vs.
Algebra (turning
algebra into easier-
to-solve arithmetic)
Manhattan Prep
guides are the top-
selling GMAT prep
guides worldwide for
a reason; we have
the most in-depth,
comprehensive, and

effective materials
available for GMAT
studies. Looking for
comprehensive
GMAT
preparation? Try
Manhattan Prep’s
All the GMAT book
set.
Advanced GMAT
Quant Manhattan
Prep
Rated "Best of the
Best" in GMAT
Prep Books by
BestReviews
Manhattan
Prep’s 7th
edition All the
GMAT set and
online syllabus
have been fully
updated for the
new GMAT. The
set contains all
three of MPrep’s
best-selling
strategy guides
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along with digital
supplements for
the test changes,
collectively
covering all exam
sections, all
problem types, and
all content areas
on the new
GMAT. This set
also comes with a
unique serial code
that gives you
access to a
comprehensive
12-week study
syllabus on our
online platform;
we’ll tell you
what to do every
week until your
exam. Note: While
the 7th edition was
originally written
for the Classic
version of the
GMAT, when you
register your set on

our platform, you
will gain access to
digital supplements
for the parts of the
exam that have
changed. (We’ll
also tell you which
parts of the printed
books you can
ignore!) Online
bonus materials
include an
exclusive ebook
with harder
content, and
GMAT Navigator
with full solutions
for problems found
in the GMAT
Official Guide.
(Note: The Official
Guide is sold
separately from the
official test makers;
it is not included in
All the GMAT.)
Extra bonus: Need
to brush up on

your fundamental
skills first? Our
Foundations of
Math and
Foundations of
Verbal ebooks are
available for
free—no purchase
necessary. All the
GMAT comes
with access to
Manhattan
Prep’s Atlas
online learning
platform. Your
Atlas All the
GMAT study
material includes:
An e-book
covering harder
quant content, for
those aiming for an
especially high
GMAT score A
study syllabus,
integrating study
strategies, time
management
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strategies,
additional practice
problems, and
more; we’ll tell
you exactly what
to do and when to
do it Full access to
Manhattan
Prep’s GMAT
Navigator, which
contains solutions
for all problems in
the main GMAT
Official Guide
book (book sold
separately) from
the makers of the
official test All
lessons and
practice problems
created by expert
instructors with
99th-percentile
scores on the
GMAT The All
the GMAT book
set includes three
volumes: GMAT

All the Quant
guide GMAT All
the Verbal guide
GMAT Integrated
Reasoning* &
Essay guide *The
Integrated
Reasoning section
has been renamed
Data Insights on
the new GMAT
exam. The Essay
section has been
dropped from the
new GMAT exam.
This book set
comes with a
unique one-time-
use serial code to
access your online
resources. If you
have any trouble
registering your
books or cannot
find your serial
code, please
contact Manhattan
Prep. Please note

that Manhattan
Review and
Manhattan Elite
Prep are different
companies and
cannot help you
with our books! If
you contact
someone and they
won’t help, make
sure you have
contacted
Manhattan
Prep—we will
make sure you get
access to your
resources. (Please
also note that the
serial code is a one-
time-use code. If
you buy your
books used or from
a third-party seller
rather than from
Manhattan Prep,
the original
purchaser will
likely already have
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used the serial
code.) Executive
Assessment (EA)
test-takers: The IR
guide is fully built
out for both EA
and GMAT test-
takers. The All the
Quant and All the
Verbal guides are
also effective for
EA studiers; ignore
the non-coordinate-
plane geometry
chapters in the
Quant guide and
study everything
else. Manhattan
Prep guides are the
top-selling GMAT
prep books and
guides worldwide
for a reason; we
have the most in-
depth,
comprehensive,
and effective
materials available

for GMAT studies.
Number
Properties GRE
Strategy Guide,
3rd Edition Simon
and Schuster
Add over 340
verbal practice
questions to your
prep. Designed by
the makers of the
GMAT� exam.
Your official
source of real
GMAT questions
from past exams.
Set yourself up for
success with extra
practice on the
verbal section of
the GMAT exam.
Study with over
340 practice
questions not
included in
GMAT� Official
Guide 2022: Book
& Online

Question Bank!
Review answer
explanations to
help improve your
performance.
GMAT practice
questions are
organized by
difficulty level:
easy, medium and
hard. Start at the
beginning and
work your way up
to the hard
questions as you
build upon your
knowledge. All
practice questions
are from past
GMAT exams.
The GMAT�
Official Guide
Verbal Review
2022: Book +
Online Question
Bank provides 3
ways to study:
Book: Know what
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to expect on the
GMAT exam
Learn the exam
structure with an
introductory
review chapter
followed by 25
practice questions.
Review common
formulas and
concepts using
quick reference
sheets. Master
reading
comprehension
and critical
reasoning with
over 340 practice
questions from
past GMAT
exams, organized
by difficulty level.
GMAT Online
Prep Tools: Focus
your studying –
Bonus: included
with purchase!
Practice online

with the same
questions from the
book. Create
custom practice
sets by difficulty
level and by
fundamental skill.
Track your
progress using
performance
metrics. Prepare
for exam day by
timing your
practice in exam
mode. Test your
knowledge of key
concepts with
flashcards. Prepare
with the Online
Question Bank,
which includes
online-exclusive
questions filterable
by difficulty level,
question type,
fundamental skills,
and more. Study
anytime, anywhere

with the Mobile
App: review and
reattempt practice
sets to improve
performance in
study or exam
mode. Mobile
App: Your GMAT
prep on the go
Study offline after
downloading the
question sets. Sync
between devices.
Start on your
phone, finish on
your computer.
Add GMAT�
Official Guide
Verbal Review
2022: Book +
Online Question
Bank to your
GMAT prep; the
official source of
practice questions
from past GMAT
exams. This
product includes a
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print book with a
unique access code
to the Online
Question Bank
and Mobile App.
All the GMAT
Simon and Schuster
Developed by
Manhattan Prep’s
high-caliber GRE
instructors, the 3rd
edition GRE
strategy guides have
been updated to
provide students
with in-depth
instruction in the
test’s principal
content areas.
Written by
Manhattan Prep’s
99th percentile
GRE instructors,
the Number
Properties Guide
provides a
comprehensive
analysis of the
properties and rules
of integers tested on

the GRE to help you
learn, practice, and
master everything
from prime products
to perfect squares.
Each chapter builds
comprehensive
content
understanding by
providing rules,
strategies and in-
depth examples of
how the GRE tests a
given topic and how
you can respond
accurately and
quickly. The Guide
contains both
“Check Your
Skills” questions in
the chapters that test
your understanding
as you go and “In-
Action” problems
of increasing
difficulty, all with
detailed answer
explanations.
Purchase of this
book includes one

year of access to 6 of
Manhattan GRE’s
online practice
exams.
Number Properties
GMAT Preparation
Guide, 2nd Edition
MG Prep,
Incorporated
The GMAT
Roadmap guide
provides the
definitive blueprint
for students to follow
as they get ready for
the GMAT. All the
test-taking wisdom
gathered over the
years by Manhattan
Prep GMAT
instructors has been
distilled into practical
advice and helpful
tips. Success of the
GMAT requires far
more than content
knowledge – it
requires excellent
strategy and proper
execution of that
strategy. The Guide
helps students map
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out their studying,
stick to their game
plan, and manage test
anxiety on the GMAT
itself. It’s like having
a Manhattan Prep
instructor at your
fingertips! All of
Manhattan Prep's
GMAT Strategy
Guides are aligned
with the 2016 Edition
GMAC Official
Guide.
GMAT Prep Plus
2021 Kaplan Test
Prep
Adapting to the
ever-changing
GMAT exam,
Manhattan Prep's
6th Edition
GMAT Strategy
Guides offer the
latest approaches
for students
looking to score in
the top
percentiles.
Written by active

instructors with
99th-percentile
scores, these books
are designed with
the student in
mind. The
Integrated
Reasoning and
Essay GMAT
Strategy Guide
demystifies the
Integrated
Reasoning section,
which demands a
blend of
mathematical and
verbal proficiency.
This book equips
students with the
core strategies and
tools for tackling
difficult Integrated
Reasoning
questions. It also
provides effective
techniques for
approaching the
essay portion of

the GMAT. Unlike
other guides that
attempt to convey
everything in a
single tome, the
Integrated
Reasoning and
Essay GMAT
Strategy Guide is
designed to
provide deep,
focused coverage
of one specialized
area tested on the
GMAT. As a
result, students
benefit from
thorough and
comprehensive
subject material,
clear explanations
of fundamental
principles, and step-
by-step instructions
of important
techniques. In-
action practice
problems and
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detailed answer
explanations
challenge the
student, while
topical sets of
Official Guide
problems provide
the opportunity for
further growth.
Used by itself or
with other
Manhattan Prep
Strategy Guides,
the Integrated
Reasoning and
Essay GMAT
Strategy Guide will
help students
develop all the
knowledge, skills,
and strategic
thinking necessary
for success on the
GMAT. Purchase
of this book
includes one year
of access to
Manhattan Prep's

online computer-
adaptive GMAT
practice exams and
Integrated
Reasoning and
Essay Question
Bank. All of
Manhattan Prep's
GMAT Strategy
Guides are aligned
with both the 2015
Edition and 13th
Edition GMAC
Official Guide.
Manhattan GMAT
Set of 8 Strategy
Guides, Fourth
Edition Simon and
Schuster
GMAT� Official
Guide 2021 Your
GMAT� prep
begins here.
Designed by the
makers of the
GMAT exam.
Study with
confidence. All
GMAT� Official

Prep products are
the only prep
resources containing
real GMAT�
questions from past
exams. It’s why we
are official. Get
comprehensive
practice by studying
with 1,172 questions
across quantitative
and verbal
reasoning from past
GMAT� exams.
Answer explanations
are included so that
you can study the
reasoning behind
the answers to help
improve your
understanding and
performance. The
questions in each
section are
organized by
difficulty level: easy,
medium and hard.
Start at the
beginning and work
your way up to the
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harder questions as
you build upon your
knowledge. The
GMAT� Official
Guide 2021 will
allow you to:
LEARN ABOUT
THE GMAT�
EXAM – Gain an
overview of the
exam including the
format, content and
test-taking strategies.
GAIN COMPREH
ENSIVE
PRACTICE –
Prepare with over
1,172 questions
across Quantitative
and Verbal
Reasoning sections
and online. Study
Answer
Explanations –
Learn the methods
behind the answers
with detailed
explanations. Build
Upon Your
Knowledge –

Practice with
questions organized
from easiest to
hardest. Plus!
Practice online with
the GMAT�
Official Guide
Online Question
Bank Practice online
with the same
questions from the
book PLUS more
than 150 additional
online-exclusive
questions—included
with your purchase.
Online practice will
allow you to: New!
Review with online
flashcardsto master
key concepts to
prepare and test
with confidence
Practice with a total
of 1,172 practice
questions Create
your own online
practice sets Filter
by fundamental skill
and difficulty level

Track your
improvements with
performance metrics
Practice in exam
mode to get ready
for test day Study on
the go with the
mobile app! Access
your data seamlessly
between your
devices and offline!
The GMAT�
Official Guide 2021
gives you the tools
you need to
confidently prepare
for test day. This
product includes
print book with a
unique code to
access the GMAT�
Online Question
Bank and mobile
app.
Foundations of
GMAT Math
Manhattan Prep
Publishing
One of 7 GMAT
preparation guides in
this new series, this
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book presents a
comprehensive
analysis of integer
rules and properties,
providing much more
depth than all-in-one
books. Problem-sets
build both
foundational and
advanced skills.
Includes online access
to simulated practice
exams and bonus
bank of number
properties questions.
Includes most up-to-
date test information.
GMAT All the
Verbal Simon and
Schuster
Written by our 99th
percentile GRE
instructors,
Manhattan Prep’s
GRE All the Quant
features in-depth
lessons covering the
facts, rules, and
strategies for every
math question type
and content area on
the GRE. This
edition of GRE All

the Quant has been
reorganized to start
you at the
fundamentals and
take you all the way
through the hardest
topics—start where
you need and go as far
as you need for your
target score. We teach
you not just the facts,
formulas, and rules
but also the strategies
that will save you time
and mental energy on
the test—from
estimation to testing
cases to working
backwards from the
answers. Each chapter
provides
comprehensive
subject matter
coverage with
numerous examples
and thorough
explanations to help
you build confidence
and content mastery.
Mixed drill sets help
you develop accuracy
and speed. Every
lesson, problem, and

explanation was
written by a 99th-
percentile GRE
instructor—we know
how to earn a great
score and we know
how to teach you to
do the same.
Complete GMAT
Strategy Guide
Set John Wiley &
Sons
Number
Properties (1 of
the 8 books in
Manhattan
GMAT's
Preparation Guide
series) provides a
highly organized
and structured
approach to the
variety of
questions in this
quantitative
content area.
Students are
presented with a
comprehensive
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analysis of the
properties and
rules of integers
tested on the
GMAT--everythin
g from prime
products to perfect
squares. The book
offers a unique
balance between
two competing
emphases: test-
taking strategies
and in-depth
content
understanding.
Practice problem
sets build specific
foundational skills
in each topic and
include the most
advanced content
that many other
prep books ignore.
As the average
GMAT score
required to gain
admission to top b-

schools continues
to rise, this guide
provides test takers
with the depth and
volume of
advanced material
essential for
succeeding on the
GMAT's
computer adaptive
format. Book also
includes online
access to 6 full-
length Simulated
Practice GMAT
Exams at
Manhattan
GMAT's website.
Kaplan GMAT 800
Manhattan Prep
Number Properties
(1 of the 8 books in
Manhattan
GMAT's
Preparation Guide
series) provides a
highly organized
and structured
approach to the

variety of questions
in this quantitative
content area.
Students are
presented with a
comprehensive
analysis of the
properties and rules
of integers tested on
the
GMAT--everything
from prime products
to perfect squares.
The book offers a
unique balance
between two
competing
emphases: test-
taking strategies and
in-depth content
understanding.
Practice problem
sets build specific
foundational skills in
each topic and
include the most
advanced content
that many other
prep books ignore.
As the average
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GMAT score
required to gain
admission to top b-
schools continues to
rise, this guide
provides test takers
with the depth and
volume of advanced
material essential for
succeeding on the
GMAT's computer
adaptive format.
Book also includes
online access to 6
full-length
Simulated Practice
GMAT Exams at
Manhattan
GMAT's website.
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